


2 Peter 1:19-21
Borrowing one of ours?

Pg. 1215  or Espanol pg. 1593



Peter’s purpose . . .

He wants to remind them of what’s at stake: “entrance

into the kingdom of heaven” . . .

• to Fortify their Faith

• to Increase their Confidence



• Psalm 19.7 The law of the Lord is PERFECT,

 Ps. 109.9, 11, 105 Purity & Direction by memorizing and obeying the Word

 Is. 40.8 The Word of the Lord will stand forever

 Is. 55.11 The Word will not return empty . . . will accomplish its purpose

 Heb. 4.12 The Word is living and active -- sharper than two-edged sword

 Heb. 1.1-3 In these last days, He has spoken to us in His Son

 Gen. 1.3 And God said . . . and there was

Does God value His Word?

What does it say? Does HE want us to know it?



2 Tim. 3.15-17 (ESV)

15 from childhood you have been acquainted with the sacred

writings, which are able to make you wise for salvation through

faith in Christ Jesus.

16 All Scripture is breathed out by God and profitable for teaching,

for reproof, for correction, and for training in righteousness,

17 that the man of God may be complete, equipped for every good

work.



The Exposition 
                      
                                              To Peter:  OT  Scriptures                Not a comparison w/ Mt. Transfig. but in support 
         All believers               To Us:  Bible (OT, NT)                      “more certain”  (NIV)  “more fully confirmed” (ESV) 

19 So we have the prophetic word made more sure, to which you do well to 
                         
Know truth to dispel the false                                   What sin has done to ravage Eden’s perfection 
Listen – Look – Follow                       H.S. illumination                “murky swamp”  (evil blackness of fallen world) 

pay attention      as to a lamp shining    in a dark place,    until     the     day dawns  
                      “day of the Lord” 

                       To the Astronomer:  Venus (rising pre-dawn)    
To the Scientist:  Grk. ‘phosphoros’  (chem. reaction that glows in the dark)  
To the Christian:  Jesus  (Christ Himself is the LIGHT) 

and the morning star arises in your hearts.  
“At His 2nd coming, Christ will replace the perfect temporal revelation of Scripture 
w/ the perfect eternal revelation of His person. 



The Exposition 
 
                   Needs to be stated first, before the following teaching on ‘false teaching’ 
                    Important note (underscores remaining thought)                                               “originates” 

20 But know this first of all,    that    no prophecy  of  Scripture   is  a    matter   of  
 
NIV – “prophet’s own” 
ESV – “someone’s own”          Speaking of ORIGIN here (not merely one’s explanation) 

one’s own        interpretation,                          21 for no prophecy was ever made by  
Human opinion to justify sinful action/behaviors 

 
Many proph. resisted call anyway and              “carried along” (wind in the sails of the ship) 
      NONE fully understood their own writings                          “ferried along”  (multiple writers coming to same conclusion) 

an   act   of   human   will,          but men  moved   by   the   Holy Spirit  
What human beings might think or want has  *Multiple vehicles on a ferry going in same direction 
absolutely nothing to do w/ divine prophecy.       and arriving at same destination 
 
spoke from God. Only One who knows mind of God 



As for Inspiration . . . “God-breathed” 

“The Scriptures are not a human record of the history of

God; rather, they contain the true and authoritative story of

God as He enters into human history.” D. Helm

“In the mystery of inspiration, the Holy Spirit so protected

the text that He used the very vocabulary style --- the very

humanity --- that each author brought to the text, but He

preserved each author from teaching error.”
R. C. Sproul, Can I Trust the Bible



As for Inspiration . . . “God-breathed”

 NOT AUDIBLE DICTATION . . . Isaiah was not a

secretary; he was an instrument who received revelation

and was carried along by God

 All the Bible (every word) - - - NOT God just giving a

BROAD, GENERAL OUTLINE or vague concepts/ideas

and the authors get to fill-in-the-blanks



As for Inerrancy . . .

Free from FRAUD, FALSEHOOD, DECEIT

 A claim only the ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS can make.

“Though the biblical writings were inspired, this does not imply

that the writers knew everything there was to know or that

they were infallible themselves.”
R. C. Sproul, Can I Trust the BIble



VARIATIONS between COPIES & ORIGINALS do exist!

“There is NO BIBLICAL PROMISE that copies of the original 

manuscripts would equally be inerrant or free from copyist 

errors.  As the Bible has been copied thousands of times over 

thousands of years, some copyist errors have likely occurred.”   
S. M. Houdmann

 Most of the differences are in punctuation, word-endings, minor

grammatical issues, word order, etc.

 Amazingly, manuscripts from 3rd cent. agrees completely w/

manuscripts from the 15th cent.

 Absolute CONFIDENCE that today’s manuscripts are almost exactly

IDENTICAL to what the apostles/prophets wrote.



As for Inerrancy . . .

Free from FRAUD, FALSEHOOD, DECEIT

Because of the science of TEXTUAL CRITICISM and the

immense undertaking of newer translations, we can have

COMPLETE TRUST that OUR TRANSLATIONS TODAY ARE

ABSOLUTELY THE AUTHORITATIVE WORD OF GOD.



As for Infallibility . . .
Incapable or unable to make mistakes/err

 A claim only the ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS can make.

MOST BIBLE ATTACKERS . . .
• are quick to point out easy faults, unfair judgments, politically IN-correct

behaviors/attitudes, and seemingly glaring contradictory statements.

• are LOST --- without the HOLY SPIRIT --- spiritually BLIND . . . They are not at all

interested in real truth or real answers. They are so predisposed to find error

and to discredit in order to justify their own sinful behavior.



Why do they attack?

“For the word of God is living and active and sharper

than any two-edged sword, and piercing as far as the

division of soul and spirit, of both joints and marrow, and

able to judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart.”
Hebrews 4.12   

The issue eventually lies with the source.

Who is the source of the scripture?

Who is the one who breathes them into existence?



As for Authoritative . . .
No peer/companion/rival

 The Bible is the undeniable, authoritative Word of God to

humanity

 Sole objective source of all God has given us about Himself and

His plan for humanity

 Reliable and “sufficient for everything pertaining to life and

godliness” (1:3)



As for Interpretation . . .
Does not refer to the explaining of the Word by those of us who

have the Bible in written form … refers to the way in which the

Word came into being in the first place.

What it’s NOT:

 Man’s opinion what the scripture is trying to say

 For clergy only to interpret. Some interpret vs. 20 to mean

that non-clergy cannot interpret scripture for themselves



As for Interpretation . . .

“God has never given us the right to be wrong about the Word

of God. Private interpretation always carries with it the heavy

burden of accurate interpretation.” R. C. Sproul, Can I Trust the BIble

“Simply take God at His Word, and the fog will lift, the light of

His Word will illumine your path, and the day will dawn with

the warmth of God’s morning star taking up residence in your

heart.” D. Helm, Preaching the Word Commentary

“Since the Spirit gave the Word, only the Spirit can teach the

Word and interpret it correctly.” W. Wiersbe



Why should we accept it?

Listen to PETER: “But false prophets also arose among the

people, just as there will also be false teachers among you, who

will secretly introduce destructive heresies, even denying the

Master who bought them, bringing swift destruction upon

themselves.”



Listen to DAVID:

“7 The law of the Lord is PERFECT, restoring the soul; The

testimony of the Lord is SURE, making wise the simple.

8 The precepts of the Lord are RIGHT, rejoicing the heart; The

commandment of the Lord is PURE, enlightening the eyes.

9 The fear of the Lord is CLEAN, enduring forever; The judgments

of the Lord are TRUE; they are RIGHTEOUS altogether.

10 They are more desirable than GOLD, yes, than much fine gold;

Sweeter also than HONEY and the drippings of the honeycomb.

11 Moreover, by them Your servant is WARNED; In keeping them

there is great REWARD. Psalm 19.7-11






